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From indie-game award winning LaboGameStudio comes its first shareware Action Horror Adventure game!

Ever since the war ended, the island has been slowly re-consumed by nature.
Try as we might to keep our regrets in our memories, the choices and events of the past don't just disappear.

Having been sucked into an alternate world where the relics of war are now living, breathing creatures, our heroine must get
around these monsters and, along with her companion, find a way back to their world...

Game Features

A fully panned out script with rich characters and multiple endings

Detailed Pixel art drawn from 3D rending that helps create a well made mix of immersion and presence.

Music composed using the next generation virtual sound instrument, Vienna Symphonic Orchestra, enhancing the
atmosphere.

The concept of this game is "experience of sympathy".

What makes a game resonate with players?
What makes a game heartfelt?

In pursuit of these goals LaboGameStudio weaves within its games touching characters, detailed graphics, beautiful music, and
climactic stories into a deep memorable experience.

As the indie scene in Japan starts to explode, LaboGameStudio strives to make games that standout and really make you think
"This game was definitely worth playing".

The studio strives to create more and more games that will hopefully embed such a lasting impression on their players.
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Title: MEMENTO
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CreateLab
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Best gane ever.. This game is a bit odd. The graphics are stunning & gorgeous. The voice acting not so great and same with some
of the sound effects.

The way the story is delivered is pretty unique & interesting though and the concept and narrative in generalis great.

I'm not usually a fan of puzzle games either but this did them pretty well. Some of them kind of made me think harder than
expected and even frustrated me but I enjoyed navigating them. There some minor intense situations but not often enough that
you're forced to play at a different pace.

I enjoyed my experience overall and clocked just under 16 hours. It could definitely use some improvements but it was good
enough for a once through.. The base price is definitely not worth your money.
It's worth it only if you can buy it with a discount.
I'm enjoying the game, that's why I bought these.
You should buy it only if you really like the game.
It will help the developers and give you a reward.
Overall: It's a good game, so I don't mind paying.. ===[ Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kids
\u2611 Everyone
\u2610 Casual players
\u2610 Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Really bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[ Price\/quality: ]===
\u2610 It's free
\u2611 Full price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Don't do it
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===[ Requirments: ]===
\u2610 90' PC
\u2611 Minimum
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 High end
\u2610 NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 Depends on your skill
\u2611 You just need 2 arms
\u2610 Ez
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls
\u2610 You just need money if you want to be good

===[ Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless

===[ Story ] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have one but little "missions"
\u2610 There is a story but gameplay isn't focused on it
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
\u2610 Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing

===[ Fun ]===
\u2610 It's like looking at the wall
\u2610 It's not that fun
\u2610 You are going to spend few hours in it and then you'll get bored
\u2611 Heroin. I few years ago I played a game jam game called The Aurora Wager (find it over at: https:\/\/blog.volo-
airsport.com\/download-the-aurora-wager\/) which was a hot air balloon flying game. Ever since I've been looking for a game
that takes the idea to the next level and it looks like this is it.

Being able to build your own balloon is a lot of fun and all the pieces you get to play with fit together very nicely. Once you get
a feel for how a balloon controlls the movement is very fun and the feeling of successfully landing on an island is very
satisfying.

I wish I could just say wonderfull things about this game but for the sake of fairness I can't do that. The Balloonist is still clearly
in a very early state and it does show. Many of the objects are mising proper models. The combat is very simple and the lack of
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a endgoal hurt the experience. (I will be posting on the discussion page about some of the bugs and suggestions if you wish to
read more on that)

With all that said I played for a solid six hours in my first session and it was a lot of fun once I got going. With a bit more time
in devolpment this game could really shine. Overall, despite the game's need for polish and content the core mechanics all seen
to be in place and they are well made and fun to play with.
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Best flying game I've ever played, without a doubt. 2\/10. Would maybe upgrade to 3\/10 if you could actually use your VR
controllers in this VR experience.

The home screen is poor

Very limited currently. The scans are good but the delivery is lacking.

A voice over narration or a guide showing you round might be a start.

The completely black rooms with one or two statues in with tonnes of writing in thin air are scraping the barrel somewhat for
what is meant to be a marketable product.

I was actually looking forward to this but given that it feels like it's had all of about half an hour's work put into the delivery, it
is currently just not worth it at all.. First RTS/diplomacy ive ever played.
Its still pretty fun for todays games.
Already own the disk and bought another copy :^). In a sea of poorly made Touhou clones, this happens to be a heavily Touhou
inspired shmup that for one does (almost) everything right. The soundtrack is amazing, there is creativity shown in the stage
design (stage 4 is great) and the pattern design, which often syncs with the soundtrack to make the battles even more tense. The
game is also not impossibly difficult (it's actually on the easier side, but there is an extra difficulty in Ultra to compensate).

The menus are in English, but the story is all in Chinese, so I had absolutely no idea what was going on. Not that it really
matters.

Why I said (almost) everything right above: mainly the terrible shop system. Lunatic and Ultra are locked behind it, and It's a
boring unlocking system that simply requires you to grind by playing through the game a bunch of times. The auto-dodging
system, another shop unlockable, is too overpowered, making beating the game a matter of holding a single button.. Overall, the
game is fairly good. Levels flow pretty well, the platforming is interesting, and it's very quick.

That being said, Shadow Blade: Reload needs to decide whether or not it wants to be a platformer, or a more combat focused
game. Drop assassination is the end-all-be-all of combat outside of the Iron Fist enemy which requires the even more succint
dash attack. On top of that, the boss fights are not engaging at all, a lot of it is just waiting around for the boss to hit himself or
destroy the wall to the next area - if you have this combat system, why not use it in boss fights where enemies can take more
than one hit before going down??? In addition to this, you're going to get killed from off the screen a lot, from enemies with
rifles, kamikaze bots, and especially homing rockets - honestly, homing rockets are alright in platformers but these last waaay
too long. Following the vein of ranged enemies, Iron Fist, and the pink haired enemies have a ranged attack with next to no
warning\/indication of the direction they're going, why???

Overall, I enjoy the game, it's entertaining, but I often have to set it down because it feels like the enemies in conjunction with
the level design is just so random and stacked against me.

Dev Shoot-Out #8 - Milk goes sour in just ONE SECOND!:
“It’s the last Saturday . . . and we’re together again.”

*digital hugs*
*ahhhhhs from the crowd*

Yes, it’s the last Saturday, but no, it’s not quite the apocalypse (though those of you who are in the UK might be feeling
otherwise right now).

More importantly it’s the last Saturday before Cycle 28 launches on 9th March. Which means Dave and I have one last week to
improve our standing on the leaderboard before it truly goes global. It’s been a wild ride full of ups, downs, early deaths,
disappointment, elation, unlocked upgrades, flu, and a house move. If you’ve missed any of our previous Dev Shoot-Outs they’re
all available on our YouTube page.

But the real question remains: who won the final Shoot-Out? Who can hold their head high as a pilot among pilots? And who
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will bear the shame of defeat for the rest of their cycles?

Who?

You’ll just have to watch to find out...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XvUhpJwgEk

But wait there’s more!

I also found time to sit down and explain the obsession I’ve had over the camera controller in Cycle 28. In a lot of ways I started
designing the camera before I started the game, if you are interested in the behind the curtains of game development check out
this video…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxqtbrmLWMM

We also both sat down and recorded a bunch of ‘More Like This’ videos. One of them was lost to the video recording gods, but
we did post a video of me playing Bit Blaster XL. Bit Blaster XL is a really interesting title which we have constantly been
looking at for sources of inspiration, mainly from the way the game was marketed and produced. Listen to our thoughts below…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih7c7g-bdzM

As always subscribe to our YouTube channel to get the latest #content. We look forward to seeing you on the leaderboard next
week!
. KurtzPel Global CBT Announcement:
Attention, Chasers!

We are happy to relay good news to all you chasers who have been waiting for us.

So far, we have had 2 KurtzPel Alpha Tests, one in NA and one in Europe.
Thanks to your support, we have received many requests to have the Alpha test offered in different regions.

It has been awhile since our Alpha Test. We know you have questions;
Are the feedbacks from the Alpha test being applied to the game?
How much further has KurtzPel been developed since the Alpha Test? What has changed?

As such, we have prepared a Global Closed Beta Test without a region block,
so the chasers around the world can experience the new and improved KurtzPel.

Although the exact date is yet to be confirmed, we promise that the Closed Beta Service will be in the near future.
Today, we are here to deliver our thanks to all the feedback you have given us, and to inform you of the Spec for KurtzPel
Closed Beta.

[Spec Sheet for Closed Beta Test][www.kurtzpel.com]

[Dev Note: What’s Changed][www.kurtzpel.com]

Please check the following links for more details.
The information on KurtzPel Closed Beta Test will be announced via our website and Steam Store page, so please Follow us or
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add us to the Wish List!

Also, we will begin accepting application to KurtzPel Global Closed Beta Test through our website. We hope to see you in
Eltheca!

[Apply for KurtzPel Closed Beta Now][www.kurtzpel.com]. Golden Era Enterprises Moving To New Headquarters:
I am just getting everything set up in my new office and am planning to resume work on Grimoire (especially the manual) early
next week. It has been a lot of work moving everything and getting infrastructure organized. Should be hard at work on manual
(first!) as soon as I get power and internet connection.. 10tons 15th Anniversary Sale is On!:

10tons turns 15 years old this year. To celebrate we're having a 15th Anniversary Sale at the moment and the offers last until
Monday 10am Pacific Time. Go see if there's something you'd be interested in. All discounts are featured on our creator page
here: https://store.steampowered.com/developer/10tons

We've been around since 2003. This makes us one of the oldest game studios in Finland which we're very proud of. Hopefully
we get to be around in another 15 years. The gaming industry changes rapidly and we're excited to see what the future will
bring!

. Hot-fix 0.9.7.2:
We got some feedback from our Discord channel that Investments were acting strangely in Marathon Mode. After some
investigation we pin-pointed the bug and now it should be fixed. We like to say thanks again to our community for helping us
find this bug.
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We have been investigation the troubles some people had with Wide Screen monitors. We added a stronger check to set the
right resolution for those kind of monitors. Also it should be easier to get to the settings menu if the game is running in some
unsupported aspect ratio.

The "Game is Full" bug still exists to some degree :( We unfortunately didn't catch all its cases in last hot-fix. We are currently
working hard on a fix for those and other Online game bugs and we will publish an update as soon as it's ready.

Thanks for your patience!

Fixes. Developer Update 9 - PC Focus and Immersion Update:
Developer Update 9

You can watch the video here
Youtube Video

We make new developer updates every 2 weeks, updating everyone through our Newsletter on our site here
[boundbyblades.com]

Updates Featured in this Build
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